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If Fancy Nancy got angry. Really, really angry.Millie is quiet. Millie is sweet. Millie is mild. But the
kids at school don't listen to her. And she never gets a piece of birthday cake with a flower on it.
And some girls from her class walk right on top of her chalk drawing and smudge it. And they
don't even say they're sorry!So that's when Millie decides she wants to be fierce! She frizzes out
her hair, sharpens her nails and runs around like a wild thing. But she soon realizes that being
fierce isn't the best way to get noticed either, especially when it makes you turn mean. So Millie
decides to be nice--but to keep a little of that fierce backbone hidden inside her. In case she ever
needs it again.With bright art and an adorable character, it's easy to empathize with Millie.
Because everyone has a bad day, once in a while.Praise for MILLIE FIERCE“Millie Fierce is a
delightfully naughty mix between Maurice Sendak’s Where the Wild Things Are and Molly
Bang’s When Sophie Gets Angry.”--School Library Journal
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Books That Heal Kids, “Review from Books That Heal Kids. Mollie Fierce is a great example of
positive and negative ways to get attention from others. As an elementary school counselor, I
see children having negative (purposeful) interactions with others on a daily basis in my school. I
just love books like this that open up the dialogue and help us get to the root of what's really
going on...maybe they are having a bad day, could something be going on at home, are they
feeling excluded. Insight! Insight! Millie has a change of heart when one of her actions causes a
boy to cry. She reflects and sets on her way to start doing things differently - with kindness. I'm
happy to see a book on the market that explores attention seeking behaviors.”

A mom, “A good moral to the story. Millie Fierce is about a little girl who decides one day she
wants attention, so she becomes "fierce". This involves lots of acting out for attention. People
sometimes give her dirty looks and other times they ignore her rude behavior. Until one day she
goes too far and realizes how her actions affect others. Then Millie decides she doesn't want to
be fierce anymore...she wants to be noticed for being nice instead. It's a little sad in the part
where Millie goes too far, but I think it's important to the moral of the book.  A good read.”

Robert Camp, “Two year old loves. I bought this book for my daughter who is four, but my
daughter who is almost two has taken up with it. She recently has a better attention span for
sitting down for books and this is one of her favorites. I think she likes the fierce looking little girl
on the cover and all of the illustrations throughout the book, although she may not understand all
of the words just yet. It does have a nice story and teaches that you do not win with bad
behavior. **Update - my four year old informed me that Millie Fierce is her book because I
bought it for her, and she loves it more than her little sister. lol They really do love all of the
emotions depicted throughout the book.”

Lindsey S, “Great for school and home. I use this in my classroom to discuss feelings as well as
for my own children. Great, easy story for kids to follow and great discussion of feelings and how
to act after.”

cupcake, “They love it, can relate to the story and it .... I got this for my class, to support social
emotional development in 4 year olds. They love it, can relate to the story and it is great for
leading a conversation about behavior and reflecting on how to act in a social group.I just love it,
love the story and the imagery is great.”

PBCT, “Loved this book!. A sweet story with a valuable lesson about attention seeking behavior,
and how we all want to be valued. Adorable illustrations too! And there’s a teacher who reads
this book beautifully on YouTube.”



shortstack, “Mille Fierce. I was first drawn to this book for the illustrations but once I read the
story, I knew it was a special book.My neighbor was turning five and I thought it was the perfect
timing for this great gift.The story comes at a time that our kids are dealing with issues like this
more than ever.This book has a great way of sending the message to be yourself and you will be
noticed for all the right reasons.This book should be on every childs bookcase and there
shouldn't be a library without at least one copy of their shelves.”

abroad, “nice book dealing with negative attention. This book deals with the fine line between
letting people walk all over you and being the one to walk all over others. It also deals with trying
to get attention through negative behaviour. Both of these issues are things that my children
have encountered in school.THis book addresses these issues humorously and well. My
children enjoy the book and I think they understand the message. That's all I was really looking
for.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great book!. It was perfect for my 7 year old twin girls, it was a good segue
to talking about our choices and behaviours, and the impact on one another.The illustrations
were super!”

The book by Jane Manning has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 95 people have provided feedback.
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